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 ‘’The state is founded on the minds of the citizens, who are moral 

agents,’’says;Professor R.N.Gilchrist…….A bad people means a bad state and bad 

laws.’’It is true that law is the subject of study in Political Science and morality is the 

subject matter of Ethics,yet there is a close affinity between the two. 

The foregoing discussion makes it very clear that law and morality are very closely 

related to each other.One is the complement of the other.Here we are deal with the close 

intimacy found between law and morality.Ethics teaches citizens the code of conduct.On 

the other hand there is a marked distinction between law and morality.Morality is 

concerned with both internal and external affairs of man whereas law is concerned only 

with the external affairs of man. 
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It is evident that both law and morality serve to channel our behaviour.law accomplish 

this primarily through the threat of sanctions if we disobey legal rules. So, too on 

reflection ,does morality involve incentives of sorts.when we do the wrong things we 

may suffer guilt and disapprobation,and whenwe do the rightthing,we may experience 

virtue and enjoy praise ;the push and pull the moral forces consitute an 

importantinfluence on our conduct. 

In the early stages of the society theer was no distinction between law and morals.In 

Hindu law,the prime source of which are the vedas and the smritis,we do not find any 

differences in the beginning.later on Mimansa laid down certain princples to distinguish 

obliatory from the recommendatory injunctions.The Greeks in the name of the doctrine of 

‘natural rights’formulated a theoretical moral foundation of law.The Roman jurists in the 

name of ‘natural law’ recognised certain moral principles as the basis of law. 

The ancient Hindu jurists did not make any distinction between law and morals.The 

doctrine of ‘factum valet’was recognised which means that an act which is in 

contravention of some moral injunction,if accomplished in fact,should be considered 

vaild.In modern times ,the Privy council in its decision always made a distinction 

between legal and moral injunctions. 

  The morals are concerned with the individual and lay down rule for the moulding of his 

character.Laws concentrates mainly on the society and lays down rules concerning the 

relationships of individuals with each other and with the state. 
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  Example

and exempts certain pertange of income 

If we see other side of it’s relation the are very closely related to each other .in 

considering therelationship between

defines law.

A definition which regards law as the ‘command of the sovereign’would not make any 

concession for moralsto have any place in the law.But a definition which regards 

rules and principles which 

play a very important role in the field of law.

The relationship between the law and morals can be categeroies into three parts
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� Law demands an abs

that men should act from a sense of ethical duty.

� Law has enforcing authority derived from state.

authority from state.

� Law is imposed upon men upon the outer life of men.Morality is 

inner life of men.

�  Law reglates mens relation with others and with society.Morality governs inner 

life of men.

� Legal disputes can only be settled by an appropriate court of 

can be solved by the mediation of caste elders, village elders,etc.

� Law cannot  be changed into morals.But sometimes morals can be converted into 

law. 

And so on so many differences in between both.

Example- donation to chairty institut

and exempts certain pertange of income 

If we see other side of it’s relation the are very closely related to each other .in 

considering therelationship between

defines law. 

A definition which regards law as the ‘command of the sovereign’would not make any 

concession for moralsto have any place in the law.But a definition which regards 

rules and principles which 

play a very important role in the field of law.

The relationship between the law and morals can be categeroies into three parts

Morals as the basis of law.

Morals as the test of law.

Morals as the end of law.
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Law demands an absolute subjection to its rules and commands.Morality demands 

that men should act from a sense of ethical duty.

Law has enforcing authority derived from state.

authority from state. 

Law is imposed upon men upon the outer life of men.Morality is 

 

Law reglates mens relation with others and with society.Morality governs inner 

Legal disputes can only be settled by an appropriate court of 

can be solved by the mediation of caste elders, village elders,etc.

Law cannot  be changed into morals.But sometimes morals can be converted into 

And so on so many differences in between both.

donation to chairty institut

and exempts certain pertange of income 

If we see other side of it’s relation the are very closely related to each other .in 

considering therelationship between

A definition which regards law as the ‘command of the sovereign’would not make any 

concession for moralsto have any place in the law.But a definition which regards 

rules and principles which govern and influence human conduct as law allows morals to 

play a very important role in the field of law.

The relationship between the law and morals can be categeroies into three parts

Morals as the basis of law.

Morals as the test of law.

Morals as the end of law.
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olute subjection to its rules and commands.Morality demands 

that men should act from a sense of ethical duty.

Law has enforcing authority derived from state.

Law is imposed upon men upon the outer life of men.Morality is 

Law reglates mens relation with others and with society.Morality governs inner 

Legal disputes can only be settled by an appropriate court of 

can be solved by the mediation of caste elders, village elders,etc.

Law cannot  be changed into morals.But sometimes morals can be converted into 

And so on so many differences in between both.

donation to chairty institution is a moral principles.The income tax recognized 

and exempts certain pertange of income –tax towards donation from the total income.

If we see other side of it’s relation the are very closely related to each other .in 

considering therelationship between law and morals much will depend on how one 

A definition which regards law as the ‘command of the sovereign’would not make any 

concession for moralsto have any place in the law.But a definition which regards 

govern and influence human conduct as law allows morals to 

play a very important role in the field of law. 

The relationship between the law and morals can be categeroies into three parts

Morals as the basis of law.

Morals as the test of law.

Morals as the end of law.
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In the earlier stage of society no difference was made between law and morals.All the 

rules originated from the common source,and the sanction behind was the same 

nature.when state came into the being,it picked up those rules which were important for 

the society’s point of view and the observance of which could be secured by it.These 

rules were called ‘Law’.As the moral and law come from common stock,many rules are 

common to both. 

Since very early times ,that law must conform to morals.The greeks and Romans law to 

some extent,was made to conform to ;’natuiral law’which was based on certain moral 

principlesand as a result ‘jus civil’was transformed into ‘jus gentium’.Most of the ancient 

juristsexpressed their view in the spiritof compromise and attached sanctityto legal rules 

and institutions.they said that law , even if it is not in conformity with the morals is vaild 

and binding.Genrally law cannot  depart  far from the morals due to many reasons.The 

law does not enforce itself.. There are the number of factors which secure he obedience 

of law.The conformity of law with morals is a very important factor.There is always a 

very close relation between law and the life of a community,and in the life of the 

community morals have got an important place. 

Morals have often been considered  to be the end of law.A number of eminent jurists 

have defined law in the terms  of ‘justice.’They say that the aim of ;law; is to secure 

justice.Justice in its popular sense is very much based upon morals.In most of the 

languages of the world,the words used for law convey an idea of justice and morals 

also.Morals is an evaluation of interests;law is or at least seeks to be a delimitation in 

accordance therewith. 

 

 

The lowest portion of the pyramid in pink is morality. More things tend to be covered by 

morality than either of the others two. Just like more things tend to be unethical than 

legal

moral
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illegal. The light pinkish white centre represents things that can be grouped under both 

heading. 

I had a difficult time figuring out how to accurately represent the way these relate to one 

another. Even this pyramid doesn’t apply universally and that’s because morality, unlike 

the other two, is a largely personal and variant thing. Morality governs personal 

interaction, and different social groups have different moralities. 

Generally, legal rules are composite and are derived from heterogeneous sources. In India 

if we examine all the legal precepts we shall find that some of them have come from 

personal laws and local customs, a good number of them are based on foreign rules and 

principles, some are based on logic and political ideology and so on. 

Laws and morals act and react upon and mould each other. In the name of 

‘justice’,’equity’,’good  faith’, and ‘conscience’ moral have in filtered into the fabrics of 

law. In international law scenario morals are exercising a great influence. The brutalities 

and inhuman acts in world wars made the people to turn back to moral and efforts are 

being made to establish standards and values which the nation must follow. 
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